WEC Chair
SecretaryTreasurer
Recycling and
Floor Rep
Coordinators

Title of Item
budget report

Welcome Basket

Couples Resource Movei night in
Coordinators
Boston

Graduate
Coordinators
SecretaryTreasurer
President

Changes to WEC
positions
BBQ volunteers
Appreciatioin
dinner

Description of item
~$1800 available. I would like to go over commitments and see
what we are still planning to do.
As was sent out by email, $11 per bag * 90 bags. We request
$1050 for a buffering. Budget details for the past years have been
emailed out already.
We would like to buy 20 tickets from MITAC for the theater AMC
downtown Boston. The discounted tickets cost 8.50$ each. This
time we want to organize something free of charge for the
residents, so we ask to WEC to fund 8.5*20=170 dollar. We will
organize everything remotely, and my friend Vasso, president of
the Greek Association will help us to distribute the tickets at the
theater the day of the show, just to the couples that will show up.
The movie will be chosen within the ones available during next
weeks and it will be something famous that will interest most of
the couples. if some tickets will be not used, we could organize
another night during the fall (tickets will not expired). As usual we
will ask to sign the liability form, so we can keep track of the
people that will participate.

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
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Rank the priority of the amount you
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are requesting.
1

1

1

Item Type
Discussed

1050 Pass

Pass, request for
$2 deposit per
ticket, payment will
not be returned if
the participant
170 won't show up.
1.RFRC will give
monthly payment
to small interest
group, revised
recycling into
sustaunability
focus. 2.Approved.
3. To GC
application added
the responsibility
of advising WEC
when Naomi is not
present, and
responsible for the
nursing peogram

We would like to discuss some changes that will be happening to
WEC:
1- Revising the RFRC role: do away with the Floor Rep Program,
add Small Interest Groups, change recycling to sustainability
focus
2- New WEC Position: already emailed these responsibilities,
your thoughts & feedback
3- GC position: application is due tonight, changes to the role and
it's responsibility for WEC

1

Please register to host.

1

Discussed

We need to decide a place :)

1

Discussed

WEC Chair

Graduate
Coordinators

Title of Item

BJ's Membership

Description of item
The BJ's membership expired on June 30. It is used to purchase
food & goods for events, mainly the BBQ's. MIT AC offers
discounts on Memberships.
1- $40 for 15 month membership, 2 card holders
2- $80 for 15 month membership that gives you 2% back on all
purchases, 2 card holders

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
please write down
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this item
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3 $40-$80

Item Type

$80 passed

